
Sky Hi Ranch
Lucerne Valley
California 92356
(714) 247-7881

July 12, 1976

F,F . WoWf
Drawer F
Lone Pine, CA 93545

Dear Dr. Woklff :

Dr. Lowe, on a return from a visit with you last week, telephoned
me to relay your message of your invitation to have me come for a
day to see you . You have been very prominent in my consciousness
for the past several months and am only too delighted to set up a
time when we can meet . I am currently involved with a month long
conference for therapists in the Healing Arts which concludes on
Sunday, August 1st . I would be free to come to visit with you on
Wednesday, August 4th. The plan would be to drive up with Dr . and
Mrs . Lowe on Tuesday afternoon, August 3rd, spending the evening
in Lone Pine then venturing to your home at whatever time period
is most convenient for you that Wednesday .

It is my understanding that there are aspects of healing to be
considered in this meeting with you . The usual interaction with
me lasts anywhere from an hour and a half to two hours consisting
of personal dialogue and body energy resonnationftransfer work .
I would consider it a priviledge to share this gift with you .

I have specifically asked Dr . and Mrs . Lowe to join me in my visit
with you, for I believe that they are in a unique position to
'share your ideas with many developing young people .

A Radiance of Love,

Brugh Joy ,~

cc: Al Lowe 'G
Ann Stewart

BJ/pl



P .O . Drawer F
Lone Pine, Ca . 93545
July 19, 1976

Dear 1)r . Joy :

;:e are most happy to have your letter and to know
that you plan to come, and we are pleased that the
Loaves will be along .

V;e have lately had the feeling that perhaps you
would be best able to help Dr . Wolff with hiss preq-
ent difficulty, if we could but contact you, and
perhaps the Lowes could also help . Dr . 7olf.f's
pulse has been skipping for the past year, some-
times quite badly, and I am concerned . Al~o,,our
neighbor, Lillian Sedwick, needs attention which
one of you may be able to-give . Tt seems to be , .
an allurgy for one thing, which, sone years ago,
was going into gangrene . There may be trouble of
a ,psychic nature as well as physical, and perhaps
you could judge. She would,be very happy if you
Would take her case .

'he date you . set would be find, and'if you would
"prefer to come up here for Tuesday evening for a
get-together, come ahead . Gene and Lillian Sedwick .
are tied up with meetings at their house on ' ;ednes-
day evenings, to*which all are invited, if you wish
to attend . I think they are currently studying the
book of questions and answers to Judgets Ocean of
Theosophy . I suggest,'if agreeable with you, that
you see' I'.r . V.olff Vvednesday forenoon arid . then we can
all have dinner together here . If you prefer a .dif-
ferent set-up, I'm sure it can be arranged .

We will be most happy to have you come, not just for
your'help, but because .we just enjoy being with you .

Yours in the Dharma,

C



Sky Hi Ranch
Lucerne Valley
California 92356
(714) 247-7881

July 23, 1976

Mrs . F . F . Wolff
P .O . Drawer F
Lone Pine, CA 93545

Dear Mrs . Wolff :

Just a note to confirm that the Lowes as well as myself would
be delighted to join the Tuesday evening get-together as well
as working with Dr . Wolff in the forenoon of Wednesday and
joining you for dinner .

Another physician, Dr . Paul Brenner, who also has b oken from
Orthodox Medicine in order to explore alternatives to the
healing process and who has had a deep desire to meet Dr . Wolff,
wanted to join our group going to Lone Pine . I told him that
I would first check with you to see what your feelings on the
matter were and inform him accordingly . If you feel that the
addition of one more person would place a stress on the
primary purpose for our coming, which is to work with Dr . Wolff,
I do hope you will let me know . Dr. Brenner is a healer in his
own way and may be of value in the exploration with Dr . Wolff .

I would hope that any interaction with Lillian Sedwick would be
:ppontaneous and not definitely established . My whole intention
is to focus the energy for Dr . Wolff .

A Continuing Radiance of Love,

l~ ~-'-mar

Brugh Joy

BJ/pl

cc . Al Lowe
1401 Douglas Street
Los Angeles, CA 90026
P.O. Box 76558
Los Angeles, CA 90076



? .n . Drawer F
Lone Pine, Ca . 93545
Sept . 2, 1976

Pear Dr . i3rugh : Greetings .

V,e are most grateful for your recent visit aid
your help to Dr . Volff .. He has been much better
since you left, and the pulse seems seldom to
be skipping . In fact, he seems to feel pretty
rood . He reports riot having; had any dreams, or
at least any that-he can remember .

\e also much enjoyed our discussions with you .
There is much food for thought . Thank you .

Do feel free to pay us a social visit whenever
you wish, provided we are home . Regards to the
Lowes when you see them .

Yours in the nharma,

' Gertrude V olff

P .S . Pr . ~7, olff bids me add this : "The effect cargo
a few days later and the ' oppression over the chest
involving a sense of tiredness vanished, and I
rarely pick up a miss .This has been persistent .
T am not taking quinadine . After the change, 1,.,e
received a list of vitarztns from Dr . Fred Pounds,
but the change, came before that . I am. taking those
vitamins . ( ixcept the B complex which T've tried
for a month to Cot ., w ill be in in mid -' Sept . - 1:7, .)
I suspect the c hakra treatment Is what turned the
trick. rarely drear in any case ."



P .O . Drawer F
Lone Pine, Calif . 93545
June 6, 1977

Dear-Dr. Brugh :

We hope all is well with you .

Except for his'steadily diminishing sight, Franklin
is well, still has no trouble with skipping pulse,
and we are grateful to you .

We were recently in the Bay Area visiting, among
others, our old friends the Bullards . It was a year
ago 14 May that our friend Bernard became ill, .was
in a -coma forr six weeks and almost died . His recovery
has been slow . and he is still "wading through molasses",
but he exercises and walks much every day . His illness
was very mysterious and they are still not sure what
hit him, but they suspect a virus, and he is still
far from well .

I told them about you, inasmuch as the other doctors
seem to be stymied,. and promised to contact you for
them, for which they were grateffl . They hope to come
to convention Aug .,14th weekend, and while down this
way, to look you up . They want to know about charges,
appointment, etc . If you wish to write them directly,
their address is : Mr . & .Mrs . Bernard Bullard, 560
Estudillo Ave ., Apt . 3, San Leandro, Ca . 94577 . Or I
could relay a message, if that-is easier for you . I
was afraid it might be something like multiple sclerosis
developing, though he says with the long confinement,
he lost the use of his legs .

Any time you can visit here, you are always more than
welcome .

Our love and appreciation,



September 20, 1977

Dr. Franklin Merrill-Wolff

P.O . Drawer F

Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Doctor and Mrs . Wolff ;

Just a brief note to express how much I appreciate

the photograph of Dr . Wolff. It is magnificent!

The Lone Pine meeting in August was superb . The

persons who had gatherered with you engendered such

warm feelings in me . I particularly enjoyed the '

trialogue on Sunday. The clarity with which Dr . Wolff

is presenting the sequences surrounding death of the

physical form moves me deeply - as it will many other
till

people . The insights and' :. the ~-,deeper .-knowledge .'surrounding the

event of death are noti.well `pomprehended i in'_the'. ;West . .

Somebody is going to,vastly•'simplify`both the Tibetan

Books of the Dead aid!the Egyptian Books of the Dead -

incisively and discerningly . 1That'somebody is, in my

sensing - Dr. Wolff . - : : . '. .

F

A Radianceof Love,

W . Br'u/gh Joy, Me-D., F.A . C .P .



October 16, 1978

Dr . Brugh Joy
~;ky Hi Ranch
Lucerne Valley,

Dear Dr. Joy :

California

This letter is being written to inform you that I intend to
go ahead with the contirbution of a tape for your conference
in Pacific Grove late in December . I have already produced
a one hour tape concerning the process that led up to the long
ananda and the apparent breakthrough of the heart center .
The tape is an abstract of the whole process and does include
a recapitulation of the dream . However, I find that my
composition form is not as smooth as . it formerly had been
before the departure of Gertrude .

I would like information as to where the conference is to be
held specifically as as to the rooms; . :provided for Karen and
myself. I would also like the date when we are supposed to be
there .

As to what has happened in my own case . I have lost completely.--
the feeling of nausea and have been able to eat normally . I
weigh each morning and the variance in weight has been very
modest although there is a growing increase . The appetite has
returned to normal and has continued so to the present hour .

As to the eye -- I had an operation on the 5th of October ; have
returned for one inspection and there will be a second inspection
on the 20th . That will be the last inspection here (Phoenix) .
After the 20th we shall return to the-ranch area .

1

While here I produced another tape called--"Reflections of Death" .
It is about 55 minutes long . If you .wish to come over to our place .
before the date of the conference we*would,be delighted and
you could hear both these tapes and place your judgement upon
them .

Thank you for the wonderful help you--have rendered me .

I remain yours most sincerely,

_ :Franklin F. Wolff .

FFWikjb



October 24, 1978

Dr . Franklin F . Wolff
P . 0 . Drawer F
Lone Pine, CA ., 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff :

RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

(714) 247-7881

i

I'll plan to come to Lone Pine on November 9th - late afternoon and
spend a few days .

We can discuss all the questions in your letter at that time .

I'll book in at one of the motels, so please don't feel you need to
prepare for me .

A Radiance of Love,

Brughl Joy

b/b



November 1, 1976

?I. r . .~ruE h J_,y
Sky t'i ; .anch
Lucerne Valley, California 92356

r r Joy :

Lr . ..olf' has reced ved your recent note and is anxiously
anticipr:tln yc'ur visit on the 9th of :;overcer =xnd after .

Dr . '..olfi is improving quite famously &r_d within 3 weeks
believes he v:i11 be acle to read again . So all is ;well .

est,

K~ :ren J . Eretz



November 29, 1978

Dr . Franklin Merrill Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine, CA 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff :

RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

(714) 247-7881

Just a brief note to re-confirm your speaking engagement as Asilomar
on Friday, December 29th at 7 :30 P .M . A room has been reserved for
you should you wish to arrive on the 27th or stay on after the 29th .
Karen will be sharing a room with another participant and Jim will
be sharing a room with you .

If you wish your books to be on sale please have your publisher ship
them directly to the Asilomar Conference Grounds .

Looking forward to seeing you on the 7th of December .

A Radiance of Love,

Bru~gh 7
b/b



.. iR J G\4 J aY
DIRECTIONS TO THE SKY HI RANCH

From Los Angeles , head for San Bernardino taking the San
Bernardino Freeway ( 10) (66 ) . When you reach San Bernardino take
Freeway ( 15 East ) towards Barstow . Proceed through El Cajon
Pass to the summit . Continue on towards Victorville . The third
of fourth off-ramp from the summit is the Lucerne Valley turn-off
(Bear Valley out-off ) . Head East ( right ) on this road until it
runs Into Highway 18 . . .about 12 .5 miles . Turn Right onto Highway
18 heading towards Lucerne Valley . Go about 5 .5 miles to where
you see the sign to the Ranch on the left s e BY-the road . Turn
Ri ht on this road .-, .the only way you can turn . The Ranch is

e end of this road . If you miss the Lucerne Valle -off
from Highway 15 out of San Bernardino_ .con inue to ctorville c
pick up Highifty°"'1°8' ivh`ici passes" hroug Apple Valley on towards
Lucerne Valley . The turn-off to the Ranch is about , miles from
Deadman's Point on Hi hway 18 . Those corn ng rom San Diego"'~h td'
,take 5 o an ernardino en pick upon the instructions above .
hose driving from the Bay area should tak Freeway 5 through

B ersfield and get to Victorville . X 7 4~ ,3,,asnw

'I G>~ MI WILARO+ 4ILXY
ofa 0- +

tiY f.h9

5#,o sit

8An7NiN~
yYNaaA

Ranch Telephone Number

(714) 247-7881)

T> J .~ ~_9



J'P•TARCHER, iNo
TELEPHONE: (213) 273-3274

December 5, 1978

Dr. Franklin Merrell-Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Mr . Merrell -Wolff :

LOS ANGELES
9110 SUNSET BLVD., 90069

Enclosed is a Xerox of Dr . W . Brugh Joy's forthcoming
book, JOY'S WAY, which we will publish in February 1979 .
We asked Dr . Joy for the'names of people to whom we might
send the book for prepublication comment and he suggested'
that we contact you .

We believe that Brugh's book is an extraordinary document
both as a biography of a man in transformation and'as a
description of the transformative process, and are excited
to be offering these ideas to the public . We hope that you
will share our feelings and that you will be E,ble to find
the time to read the book and send us a brief comment for
use in our advertising and promotion .

When the book is completed we will, of course, be sending
you a finished copy . We hope to hear from you soon .

Many thanks for your consideration .

With best wishes,

JPT :mlb
Enc .



RANCH
LUCERNE tALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

(714) 247-7881

June 5, 1979

Franklin Merrell-Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Dr. Wolff :

From the grapevine I hear you are in full swing with lectures,
travel, the ladies, etc . all with the touch of a Master: I
hope you will be in Lone Pine the week of June 25 - 30th so we
may share some time together .

Respectfully,

/'7 LBrugh Joy

BJ/ plp



xi' 7tv

RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

(714) 247-7881

July 2, 1979

Dr. Franklin Merrell-Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff :

After checking my Europe itinerary, I find that I am not arriving
back into the United States until the 17th of August . As disap-
pointing as it is to miss your annual meeting, I feel that our
conversation of Monday, June 25th was and is deeply meaningful .
If I am able to set aside a time the 20th or 21st of August to
visit with you, I shall let the secretaries know in order to find
out if you will still be in Lone Pine at that time .

In great respect,

L

Brugh Joy

bj/plp

P .S . Recommend magazine, Revision Vol . 4/5 Summer/Fall, 1978 - Best
collection of articles on Holographic theory I have yet found -
ordered via Revision, 20 Longfellow, Cambridge, Mass . 02138 -
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RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY , CALIFORNIA 92356

`, (714) 247-7881

is

r+

July 20, 1979

Dr. Franklin Merrell-Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Dr. Wolff and Staff :

Hoping you can help Mr . McGoohan out - please see his letter attached .

Bes fishes from Sky Hi,

f

Patti Piwonka,
Secretary to Brugh Joy

/p

Enclosures



September 19, 1979

Karen J . Bretz
Phoenix Philosophical Press

_ ; 921 W . - Fordham
t tempe - Arizona 85383,

Dear Karen :
ru,

A+Q1{ .

RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

(714) 247-7881

~- '0

-I would be most delighted to make a statement regarding Dr . Wolff's work
and influence .

-.'.'At last, from the extremely lucid and transcendent mind of Dr. Franklin
rti r- Merrell-Wolff, we have the completion of his unbelievably penetrating,,

philosophical and spiritual endeavor represented in the second volume of
The Philosophy of Consciousness Without an Object . This work represents

'
not-only an integration of Eastern and Western approaches to the under-

` stands of consciousness but extends our awareness into hither-to for
unsuspected regions . The Philosophy of Consciousness Without an Object
is for all of humanity, not simply for a few who are immeshed in esoteric
ramblings . For those readers who perceive its depth and scope, a majes-
tic experience is in hand ."

From all the reports regarding this summer's conference, it was a'grand
success . Although I was in Europe at the time, I certainly didn't have
difficulty tuning in .

A Continuing Radiance of Love,

Brugh =
BJ/plp

Dr . Wolff

IY!i .



June 24, 1980

Dr. Franklin Merrell-Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine , California 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff:

If~ l'

RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

(714) 247-7881

f .

The Phoenix Philosophical Press sent me this copy of your second volume of
The Philosophy of Consciousness Without an Object . I would be so very deeply
appreciative if you would personally autograph my copy .

There have been so many moments since we last were together that your presence
has flashed into my consciousness . It is not out of lack of desire of making
personal contact with you that my absence has been so obvious - but rather out
of a rather enormous commitment to workshops, both here in Lucerne Valley,
Europe and Mexico . As I look at my schedule over the next few months, I see
that I am unable to attend your annual conference in August . I will be com-
pleted with my workshop schedule following August 17th, at which time I would
hope that I could clear away two to three days to visit with you in Lone Pine .

As I shall miss your actual birthday, as well as your anniversary celebration
of the Illumination, may I extend my most sincere and warm wishes for your con-
tinuing service to humanity .

I appreciate you and love you very much,

//Jib u, q L
Brugh Joy

BJ/plp
Enclosure



July 22, 1980

Dr . Franklin Merrell-Wolff
Drawer F
Lone Pine, California 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff :

RANCH
LUCERNE ALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

~' (714) 247-7881

After re-assessing my time commitments on Sunday, August 10th and Monday, Au-
gust 11th, I find with the ingenious invention of the helicopter that I would
still be able to attend your evening session August 10th . and have an oppor-
tunity to share with you the morning of August 11th and be on my way back to
the Ranch in time to meet the commitments by noon .

The helicopter service would drop me off at your Ranch between 3 :30 and 4:30
your time on Sunday and pick me up for the flight back to the Ranch at 9 :00 am
on Monday .

The helicopter service will need your permission to land on the Ranch prior to
my departure . I would envision that the helicopter could land on the dirt road
to the northeast of your Ranch house .

If it is at all possible, I would appreciate if someone could take me down to
the Best Western Motel for overnight accommodation and pick me up early in the
morning to be able to be with you for an hour or two prior to my departure .

I am looking forward to experience your presentation and celebration .

A Continuing Radiance of Love,

Brugh

BJ/plp





BRITGH JOY

P .O . Box 895

Lucerne Valley, CA 92356

December 23, 1980

Dr . Franklin Merrell Wolff

Drawer F

Lone Pine, CA 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff :

My warmest good wishes to you for this Holiday Season and my

deepest expression of appreciation for all that you represent

both to me and to many others .

Brugh Joy

b/d



BRUGH JOY, INC .
P . 0 . BOX 895

LUCERNE VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92356

619-247-5651

December 19, 1983

Dr . Franklin Wolff
Drawer "F"
Lone Pine, CA 93545

Dear Dr . Wolff,

First, I wish to send to you my greetings of deepest warmth and
of greatest admiration .

A decade has passed since I first met you . As I muse in the
memories of our conversations together, I am filled with the
sense of appreciation and awe at the strength and the depth of
your Presence and for the caliber of clarity your mind brings to
the mysteries of LIFE and of CONSCIOUSNESS .

In this, the final phase of your life, I realize that your
capacity to transcribe direct conscious realization into the
limited mode of words is undergoing reorganization and, . I
suspect, rightly so . Many of the past sages retired to Silence
entailing the Presence of the individual to transcend the mode of
intellectual communication and of thought .

From the perspective of the individual human mind, the above
event is experienced as a failing or a diminishing of capacity
and of power . If a man cannot communicate in the mode of the
ordinary human, what good is that man to the humanity who come to
exchange ideas ; to suckle on the externals of a long and rich
internal exploration ; to propose counter theories and arguments
to the compendium of knowledge and wisdom which that man has
manifested in his lifetime?

Such is the perspective of the early aspirant and of the vast
majority of human beings in contemporary time . Wisdom dictates
differently . Your Presence makes a statement which transcends in
both amplitude and frequency normal or advanced mental
communication to the degree that such communication becomes
nominal and insignificant in comparison . this is what I want to
express to you at this time . Your words may or may not stand the
test of future generations, but your Presence will!

Y v v~

ok~

iv



It is your Presence that teaches me when we are together and it
is your Presence that will continue to teach me in the future
following your physical death .

Thank you dear friend and Great Being for providing this
opportunity for my spiritual growth .

Sincerely,

47L
William Brugh Joy, M .D ., F .A .C .P . (and a simp)e aspirant as well)


